UHSAA Theatre Ballots

ONE-ACT PLAY

Title of Play: ____________________________ Author: _______________________
School: ____________ Participant #: _____________
S

1. Interpretation
Understanding & communication of significant points of the plot
Projection of emotional content and concept of the play
Tempo and rhythm
Voice and diction (articulation, variety, projection, control)
Use of staging elements (movement, picturization, unity and balance)

E

G

F

2. Characterization
Clear and motivated objectives
Creative and appropriate choices to achieve objective
3. Performance overview
Ensemble cohesiveness
Production quality
TOTALS
Time:__________

Final Ranking: 1

2

3

4

5

Final Rating:

S E

G F

Please take note of the following rules from the Handbook when rating and ranking each piece:
 After rating each play on their performance, you are then asked to rank the plays 1-5. If there are
more than 5 performances, rank all remaining plays 5th.
 There is no limit to the number of overall S ratings you may give in each round.
 A judge’s final rating (S, E, G, F) must align mathematically with the number of boxes checked in
the subcategories. For example, if a judge gives 7 Ss and 3Es in the subcategories, the final
ranking for this piece MUST be an S.
 Judges are NOT allowed to rank any piece higher than another piece that received a higher rating.
For example, if a judge gives one piece an overall S rating, and another piece an overall E rating,
he/she cannot rank the second piece higher than the first.

____________________________
Judges Name (please print)

______________________________
Judge’s Signature

PLEASE give feedback. This is the most important part of the process. You need to
justify your scores. Explain why you rated and ranked the students as you did. Your
feedback can be given on the back of this form.
If you feel that a play has not followed the rules and therefore should be deemed
ineligible, please score the play as you normally would. As soon as the plays are over,
you should let the region representative know of the violation.

